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Abstract. The ability to navigate in complex environments is a fun-
damental skill of a home robot. Recent approaches can learn the full
navigation system directly from RGB-D observations. Having access to
GPS+Compass sensor and acting in the noiseless environments they
solve the task of autonomous navigation achieving 0.95 SPL and being
successful in 99.6% of episodes. Despite extensive study, indoor navi-
gation in unseen environments under noisy actuations and sensing and
without access to precise localization continues to be an open frontier
for research in Embodied AI. In this work, we focus on designing a vi-
sual odometry model for robust egomotion estimation and it’s integration
with navigation policy for efficient navigation under noisy actuations and
sensing.

Keywords: computer vision · deep learning · reinforcement learning ·
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1 Introduction

The study of intelligent systems with a physical or virtual embodiment (Embod-
ied AI) is getting more and more attention from the research community nowa-
days. Growing number of scientific papers published and competitions/workshops
held at top CV/ML conferences [7,13,14,15] indicate the interest in the Embod-
ied AI domain. The important question that is raised in recent publications in
the ability of intelligent system to navigate in real-world environments [10,15].
Research community has introduced wide range of navigation tasks [11]. Pro-
posed tasks can be distinguished by the type of goals:

– PointGoal - the agent must navigate to a specific location
– ObjectGoal - the agent must navigate to a given object class
– AreaGoal - the agent must navigate to an area of aspecified category

PointGoal navigation is considered to be investigated the most. It serves
as a starting point in the Embodied AI navigation research and the developed
approaches are transferred to other navigation tasks.

The focus is on increased realism i.e. experimental setups a designed to match
the real world environment as close as possible [10].
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Among the different sensor modalities, cameras are cheap and provide rich
information of the environment that allows for robust and accurate place recog-
nition. Therefore visual navigation solutions, where the main sensor is a RGB-D
camera, are of major interest nowadays.

Learning based approaches, consisting from RL navigation policy and visual
odometry module that is used for online pose estimation can learn the navigation
system directly from perceptual input and are dominating in the field [14,15].

Significant progress in the visual navigation has been made by the researchers
so far. According to the Habitat Challenge 2020 PointGoal navigation benchmark
[9], operating in the noisy environments state-of-the art approaches can reach
the goal in 0.717% cases. But on the other hand, due to noisy environment and
collisions, current agents still experience drifts over a long trajectories and could
potentially benefit from robust visual odometry module.

In this position paper, we aim at outlining the ideas to improve the navigation
efficiency and success rate of the state-of-the-art agents, that will be further
investigated in master project.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review
the existing related work on PointGoal navigation. In Section 3, we present our
research objectives. In Section 4, we present our approach, including the exper-
iment setup and evaluation details. The research plan in described in Section 5.
Finally, we make conclusive remarks in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Autonomous navigation has been a subject of research in robotics and computer
vision for a long time [4,5]. There has been a renewed interest in the use of
learning to derive navigation policies, for a variety of tasks. PointGoal navigation
[13,14,15], being one of the most fundamental among these task, has also been
the subject of several prior works. We survey related works below.

2.1 Virtualization

Training and evaluating robots in the real world environment is slow, resource
intensive, hard to control and reproduce. For these reasons, such work has com-
monly been carried out in simulators [1,2,3]. It allows researchers to tackle the
Embodied AI tasks being equipped just with their own computer. Habitat plat-
form achieves several thousand frames per second (fps) running single-threaded,
and can reach over 10,000 fps multi-process on a single GPU [3].

2.2 Classical vs Learned

Classical approaches decompose the problem into a sequence of sub-tasks, such
as localization, mapping, planning, and low-level control. They can perform well
in cluttered environments when properly tuned, but are sensitive to noisy sensory
input and fail to generalize to unseen environments.
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Large and diverse photorealistic RGB-D datasets [2,6] together with simula-
tors [1,2,3] that can run orders of magnitude faster than real time enable decades
of agent experience to be collected in days. As a result, complementary to the
classical approaches, the variety of methods that can learn the full navigation
system directly from data appeared. Trained with sufficient amount of data and
computational resources, learned approaches can significantly outperform their
classical counterparts.

2.3 Visual Odometry

Our work is related to the prior work on localization and visual odometry [17,12].
Most similar to our approach for visual odometry estimation is [12] that uses
Recurrent Convolutional Neural Networks (RCNNs) to directly estimate pose
from raw RGB image sequences.

2.4 Noiseless Setting [Solved]

Initial formulation of PointGoal navigation (as in [7,8]) assumes agents to have
access to an egocentric RGB (or RGBD) sensor and accurate oracle localization
via a GPS+Compass sensor. Moreover the action space is considered determin-
istic i.e. when the agent executes TURN LEFT 30°, it turns exactly 30°, and
MOVE FORWARD 0.25m moves the agent exactly 0.25 meters forward. An
episode is considered successful if the agent issues the STOP command within
0.2 meters of the goal.

Combination of recent advances in deep reinforcement learning (RL) and
distributed multi GPU parallelization set the state-of-the-art in above mentioned
setting, essentially solving the task – near-perfect autonomous navigation in an
unseen environment without access to a map, directly from an RGB-D camera
and a GPS+Compass sensor, achieving 0.95 success over the path length (SPL)
score with success rate 99.6% [7].

2.5 Noisy Setting

But no robot moves deterministically. Actuation error, surface properties such
as friction, and a myriad of other sources of error introduce significant drift over
a long trajectory. This poses a problem of PointGoal navigation under noisy
actuation and without oracle localization (no GPS+Compass sensor). Nowadays
the main emphasis is on increased realism and on sim2real predictivity (the
ability to predict performance on a real robot from its performance in simulation)
to close the gap between simulation and real world [10].

Hence, in 2020’s challenge [9] the agent does not have a GPS+Compass
sensor and must navigate solely using an egocentric RGB-D camera. This change
elevates the need to perform RGBD-based online localization.

Despite extensive research, navigation with noisy actuation and sensing con-
tinues to be an open frontier for research in Embodied AI.
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State-of-the-art approaches in noiseless setting perform poorly under noisy
conditions. Hence the new approaches designed to cope with actuation and sens-
ing noise appeared and set the highest scores in PointGoal navigation with noisy
actuations and sensing.

The Neural SLAM is the first approach that integrated learning into classical
modular SLAM components. More specifically, the architecture comprises of a
learned Neural SLAM module, a global policy, and a local policy. The learned
Neural SLAM module uses RGB observations and motion sensor readings to
produce free-space maps and agent pose estimates. On top of this, the global
policy produces long-term goals. The long-term goals are then consumed by the
geometric path-planner to generate short-term goals for the local policy. In the
end, the local policy maps RGB observations to actions that the agent should
execute to reach the short-term goal. Designed for exploration it has shown state-
of-the-art performance when transferred to the PointGoal task. But in contrast
to our problem setting, the Neural SLAM relies on motion sensor which estimates
the robot pose as the agent moves.

Built on top of Neural SLAM architecture [13], Occupancy Anticipation [14]
uses its egocentric RGB-D observations to infer the occupancy state beyond
the visible regions. Method leverages context in both the egocentric views and
top-down maps as well as a pose estimator trained to predict the change in
agents location and orientation under noisy conditions. In doing so, the agent
builds its spatial awareness more rapidly, which facilitates efficient exploration
and navigation in 3D environments.

Integrating Egocentric Localization [15] conceptually divides learning agent
dynamics or odometry from task-specific navigation policy. Developed model
had an internal visual odometry module that estimates changes in position and
heading from consecutive visual observations. This allows the agent to maintain
a noisy, but up-to-date estimate of pose by integrating the per-action egomotion
estimates along its trajectory. Proposed method showed that it’s possible to ef-
fectively navigate in previously unseen environments without explicitly building
a map.

It was shown that being equipped with ego-localization module, agent is able
to make progress towards the goal by a degree that reasonably matches that of
the “oracle” agent (SoftSPL=0.813 vs SoftSPL=0.865). Moreover, with access
to ground-truth localization agent reaches the goal in 0.948% episodes achieving
0.866 SPL score compared to agent with ego-localization module scoring 0.535%
Success and 0.508 SPL. Meaning that accurate visual odometry estimation is
crucial for agent to navigate successfully. Complementary to previous research
we focus on designing visual odometry model robust to noise and collisions to
alleviate trajectory drifts caused by incorrect pose estimation.

3 Research Objective

We aim to validate whether it is possible to achieve as good results in visual
navigation under noisy conditions as they were achieved in environments without
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noise. For that, we formulate the set of hypotheses that we will investigate in
experimental part of our future work:

– more recent/sophisticated neural networks architectures can better approx-
imate optimal navigation policy/robust visual odometry estimator

– auxiliary tasks/losses can help to find more optimal navigation policy/more
robust visual odometry estimator

– joint end-to-end learning of navigation policy and robust visual odometry
module yields more efficient navigation strategy

Table 1: Habitat Challenge benchmark leaderboards
Rank Participant team SPL

1 DD-PPO (RL) 0.95
2 Arnold 0.92
3 Map and Plan Baseline 0.89
4 titardrew 0.83
5 CHROMA 0.80

(a) Habitat Challenge 2019

Participant team SPL SOFT SPL SUCCESS
VO 0.525 0.665 0.717

DAN (SLAM-net + D*) 0.377 0.521 0.645
OccupancyAnticipation 0.220 0.473 0.290

ego-localization 0.119 0.586 0.157
Information Bottleneck 0.064 0.419 0.094

(b) Habitat Challenge 2020

Table 1 shows the performance gap between the agents acting in the noise-free
and noisy setups of PointGoal navigation task(0.95 vs 0.525 SPL and 0.95 vs
0.717 success rate).

4 Approach

We further investigate idea suggested by Samyak et al. [15] to use the visual
odometry module as a drop-in replacement of ground-truth localization sensor.
To iterate fast, we first consider training navigation policy and visual odometry
separately. But then we are going to transfer collected knowledge to joint end-
to-end training.

4.1 Model architecture

The 2 layer LSTM is used to approximate the navigation policy. We consider
navigation policy training setup used in [7] as the initial setup in our experiments.

The visual odometry module is represented as Convolutional Neural Net-
work(CNN), that is typically the ResNet-18 [18] encoder with fully connected
layers on top, taking the pair of RGB-D frames as input and predicting the
relative pose change. Predicted pose change is then subtracted from the goal
location and the result is feed into policy as a new goal location. The initial goal
location estimate is equal to ground truth goal location.
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Fig. 1: Our PointGoal navigation agent architecture. Where gt−1 - goal coordi-
nates (wrt. current pose), at - action to take, ht−1 and ht - hidden states.

4.2 Experiment setup

We use Habitat platform to simulate navigation experiments. Our experimental
setup follows the Habitat Challenge 2020 benchmark [9]. An agent is spawned at
a random starting position and orientation in an unseen environment and asked
to navigate to target coordinates specified relative to the agent’s start location.
No ground-truth map and GPS+Compass sensor is available, the agent must
only use its sensory input (an RGB-D camera) to navigate.

The action space consists of four actions:

– STOP - finish navigation episode
– MOVE FORWARD - moves the agent (0.25 + ε1)m forward
– TURN LEFT - turns the agent (30 + ε2) degrees left
– TURN RIGHT - turns the agent (30 + ε3) degrees right

were ε1, ε2, ε3 are the noise values, model by benchmarking the Locobot robot.
The RGB and Depth sensor readings are noisy as well. Collision ‘sliding’ is
disabled.

4.3 Metrics and Evaluation

Navigation After calling the STOP action, the agent’s navigation performance
is evaluated using the ‘Success weighted by Path Length’ (SPL) metric

SPL =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Si
li

max(pi, li)
(1)

and it’s soft version SoftSPL

SoftSPL =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
1 − dTi

diniti

)(
li

max(pi, li)

)
(2)
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where, li = length of shortest path between goal and target for an episode i,
pi = length of path taken by agent in episode i, Si = binary indicator of success
in episode i, diniti and dTi denote the geodesic distance to target upon episode
start and termination.

An episode is deemed successful if on calling the STOP action, the agent is
within 0.36m (2 x agent-radius) of the goal position.

Odometry We employ the visual odometry dataset collection protocol sug-
gested by [15], where the agent with access to ground-truth localization is used
to unroll trajectories from which the pairs of RGB-D frames are uniformly sam-
pled.

For the visual odometry we consider the regression loss i.e. how good the
predicted pose change matches true pose.

L =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
(x− x̂)2 + (y − ŷ)2 + (z − ẑ)2

)
+

1

N

N∑
i=1

(
1 − cos(θ − θ̂)

)
(3)

where x, y, z represent the xyz coordinate of the agent measured in metres
and θ represents the orientation of the agent in radians; (x, y, z, θ) is the ground

truth agent pose, (x̂, ŷ, ẑ, θ̂) is the estimated pose, N number of RGB-D pairs in
the dataset.

5 Plan

5.1 Baseline

We employ the plan below to train the baseline model.

1. Follow the experiment setup in Sect. 4.2 and use the DD-PPO implemen-
tation by [7] to train the navigation agent with accurate oracle localization
via a GPS+Compass sensor.

2. Launch the trained agent in the simulation to unroll the navigation trajec-
tories. Collect the odometry dataset by sampling observations and sensor
readings along those trajectories.

3. Use collected dataset to train the visual odometry model.

4. Replace the agent’s GPS+Compass sensor with trained visual odometry
model and fine tune the agent and odometry together.

At the time this position paper is being written, all except the last step are
done.
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5.2 Experiments

In our experiments we are going to test the hypotheses described in Sect. 3.

1. Test the agent performance with more recent/sophisticated neural networks
architectures used as agent and odometry feature encoders.

2. Implement auxiliary tasks/losses (e.g. egocentric map prediction; incorporat-
ing visual odometry loss as the agent reward component). Investigate how
incorporating auxiliary tasks/losses during training impacts agent naviga-
tion performance.

3. Launch joint policy and visual odometry training. Investigate how the joint
training impacts agent navigation performance.

5.3 Milestones

We are going to evaluate our proposed approach on Habitat Challenge 2021
benchmark. Final results of the our research will be presented at the Ukrainian
Catholic University master’s thesis defense 2021.

– Habitat Challenge 2021, March - May
– Master’s thesis defense, June 01 - 04

6 Conclusive Remarks

In this position paper, we approached the problem of PointGoal navigation. We
analyzed the related work in the field and outlined the research gaps in the form
of the open research questions and formulated the relevant research hypotheses.
Collisions and trajectory drifts are still problematic to handle. The idea of this
proposal is to design a visual odometry model for robust egomotion estimation
and integrate it with navigation policy to increase navigation efficiency and
robustness to actuation and sensing noise.
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